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With many organizations, particularly higher education institutions, placing

a priority on sustainability education it is important to have a measure of

sustainability knowledge to assess growth over time. There have been several

attempts using di�ering approaches to develop a valid assessment tool.

However, given wide-ranging conceptual definitions of sustainability and diverse

instructional techniques, we are skeptical that sustainability is a concept that can

adequately be measured. The existing measures were developed using a top-

down approach to question inclusion the questionnaire. As an alternative, in this

paper we develop a new measure, using a bottom-up approach. In Study 1 with

a sample from the University of California, Santa Barbara, we test the 44 item

instrument with a large student sample. In Study 2, with a sample from Northern

Illinois University, we test a shortened 10 item instrument in a di�erent student

population. Across both studies, we find little evidence for a coherent structure

to sustainability knowledge. Yet, the 10 item measure correlates highly with the

longer version and may be suitable to other research applications.

KEYWORDS

sustainability, education for sustainable development, sustainability literacy, higher

education institutions, factor analysis

1. Introduction

The assumption that a sustainable future requires a populace with knowledge of

sustainability has led organizations across a wide variety of domains to focus efforts on

educating individuals to increase their understanding of sustainability. In recent years,

international organizations, cities, private businesses, and, in particular, higher education

institutions have continued to emphasize the importance of knowledge of sustainability-

related topics. The priority placed on sustainability education has been accompanied by a

renewed interest in building a reliable measure of sustainability knowledge and literacy.

The demand for measures of sustainability knowledge has been driven by significant

increases in sustainability education at every level of the educational spectrum (Haigh,

2007; Arnaud et al., 2009; Lad and Akerlof, 2022). In the United States, for example, the

American Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE)

Sustainability Tracking Assessment Rating System (STARS) was released in 2010 and had

over a thousand participating institutions by 2022. In fact, rating systems, which rank the
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“greenest” colleges and universities in the United States, reward

those institutions that either offer more courses that address

sustainability issues or even require students to take at least

one sustainability course in order to satisfy a general education

requirement (Bullock and Wilder, 2016; Findler et al., 2018;

GreenMetric, 2022). The AASHE STARS rankings even explicitly

rewards institutions that have a campus a sustainability survey;

however, other rankings do not measure what their students

actually know about sustainability1 Issues of sustainability are

embedded across higher education institutions systems from their

research and outreach to the impacts of campus operations

(Lozano, 2006; Lozano et al., 2015). Intuitively, educating students

is central to university sustainability efforts as it is understood

that the students of today will soon be the leaders making critical

sustainability decisions tomorrow (Cortese, 2003).

Internationally, increased emphasis placed on sustainability

knowledge is contained in the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs). The SDGs are an internationally negotiated list of 17

goals and subsequent targets to “transform our world” (United

Nations General Assembly, 2015). Included in these is target

4.7 which reads; “by 2030 ensure all learners acquire knowledge

and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including

among others through education for sustainable development and

sustainable lifestyles”. In conjunction, a point of emphasis across all

the SDGs is the importance of developing indicators for each of the

targets. These educational initiatives lead to an obvious question,

what do people know about sustainability? Thus, sustainability

researchers have sought to develop valid and reliable instruments

to measure sustainability knowledge with individuals.

Recognition of the importance of a valid assessment tool

has led to the development of a growing handful of measures

of sustainability knowledge and literacy across domains, but

particularly among higher education institutions (Horvath et al.,

2013; Zwickle et al., 2014; Décamps et al., 2017; Zwickle and

Jones, 2018; Leiva-Brondo et al., 2022). These measures all attempt

to capture respondents understanding of sustainability. Yet, in

doing so, broader questions about the concept of sustainability,

including the cohesiveness of the concept broadly construed, and

what aspects included under the umbrella of sustainability, aremost

important have come to the fore (Kuehl et al., 2021). Accordingly,

differential conceptions of sustainability have led to a variety of

approaches to building an appropriate measure.

Due to a lack of conceptual clarity of what sustainability is and

is not, skepticism over the validity of any measure of sustainability

knowledge is warranted. As discussed in detail below, authors of

two common instruments, the SuliTest and the Assessment of

Sustainability Knowledge (ASK) employed a top-down method to

construct their questionnaire (Zwickle et al., 2014; Décamps et al.,

2017). To test an alternative method of instrument development,

in this paper, we develop a new measure of college students’

knowledge of sustainability using a bottom-up approach. We

then subject our measure to a number of statistical tests. In

particular, exploratory factor analysis is used to identify otherwise

unobservable underlying dimensions of sustainability knowledge

1 For example, the criteria for GreenMetric can be reviewed at: https://

greenmetric.ui.ac.id/about/criteria-indicator.

based on student responses. Both the full measure and a shorter

10-item scale include questions on a range of topics related to

sustainability and have some evidence of face validity. However,

the results add to questions about the underlying structure of

sustainability knowledge as a cohesive concept and the presence

of underlying dimensions that are often assumed. It also adds

to discussions about the underlying assumptions of different

techniques used to construct measures of complex concepts, like

sustainability. We offer this new questionnaire for researchers to

further test alongside other existing and new measures as well as

to further discussions on the most appropriate approach to the

measurement of sustainability.

The paper proceeds accordingly: First, we provide a

background on sustainability knowledge and existing attempts to

measure it. Our analysis is divided into two distinct studies, one

with a sample from the University of California, Santa Barbara and

a second sample from Northern Illinois University. In Study 1, we

describe our process for developing a newmeasure of sustainability

knowledge and analyze the results with difference of means tests

and exploratory factor analysis. Next, in Study 2, we test a 10-item

shortened instrument in a separate student population which may

be useful to the broader sustainability research community. The

paper concludes with a discussion of the meaning of the results for

how we understand sustainability and how it can be best measured.

2. Literature review

2.1. The importance of sustainability
knowledge

Scholars and political observers have long recognized

the importance of the public’s knowledge of complex social

and environmental issues. Knowledge can affect people’s

attitudes, opinions, and behaviors (Kraus, 1995; Dahm et al.,

2009). Subsequently people need to possess a certain level of

understanding of a given topic in order to participate effectively

in finding solutions (Gardner and Stern, 1996). Nonetheless,

knowledge also has its limitations in promoting particular attitudes

and behaviors. Additional knowledge may have little effect of

attitudes and opinions when met with stable deeply held beliefs or

world views (Kahan et al., 2012). The link between knowledge and

behavior is potentially even more attenuated, with a number of

studies suggesting that knowledge is just one of many determinants

for behavior (Bamberg and Möser, 2007; Heeren et al., 2016; Ehret

et al., 2019). Others argue it is less a question of how much people

know about sustainability that influences their behavior, but more

how the issue is framed (Nisbet, 2009; Maibach et al., 2010; Corner

and Groves, 2014).

Yet, despite the ongoing debate about when and how

knowledge may be important in influencing behavior, the reality,

as suggested above, is that a significant number of institutions

have placed considerable importance on promoting and fostering

knowledge of sustainability as part of comprehensive plans toward

improved sustainability. This alone suggests a demand for a

measure of sustainability knowledge.

There has been a good deal of research on the civic scientific

literacy of the general public (Miller, 1983, 2004; Shamos,
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1995), studies of general environmental knowledge (Coyle, 2005;

Leiserowitz et al., 2010) and studies of knowledge about specific

environmental topics such as climate change, energy production,

and nanotechnology (Bord et al., 2000; Smith, 2002; Klick

and Smith, 2009; Lorenzoni and Hulme, 2009). Knowledge of

sustainability as a measurable concept was ignored by scholars until

recently (Zwickle et al., 2014). This may seem to be a small niche,

but it is one of growing importance. In addition, in conjunction

with the United Nations, Sulitest—a sustainability literacy test—

has been administered in 63 countries around the world (Décamps

et al., 2017; Kuehl et al., 2021).

Although there is significant disagreement about how best

to define sustainability (Vallance et al., 2011), the most oft-

quoted understanding of sustainability is development that “meets

the needs of the present, without compromising the ability

of future generations to meet their own needs”. From this,

sustainability is sometimes understood to have three core domains:

the environment, the economy, and society (World Commission

on Environment and Development, 1987; Purvis et al., 2019).

However, as others have pointed out, one’s notion of sustainability

is often contextual, and understandings of the term are frequently

contested and context dependent (Brown et al., 1987; Kidd,

1992; Portney, 2015; Boyer et al., 2016; Farley and Smith,

2020). This conceptual vagueness, and often unjustified overlap

with the term sustainable development (Mebratu, 1998), makes

agreement on precisely what knowledge of sustainability should

entail unlikely. Accordingly, we assume a broad understanding of

what sustainability means.

2.2. Measuring sustainability knowledge

Accordingly, a measure of sustainability knowledge should

address key concepts across a variety of domains from economics

and business to environmental science and social justice. For

example, we assume an individual with a high level of sustainability

knowledge understands supplies of some natural resources such

as petroleum are finite, so at some future time, production will

diminish and finally end. However, other natural resources such as

fish can be managed so that they produce a sustainable supply of

fish forever. They understand that over-fishing or over-hunting can

destroy populations of animals, even driving some to extinction.

They know that wealth is unequally distributed both in the U.S.

and around the world. Moreover, various environmentally related

risks such as droughts and storms can have very unequal impacts

on people with different levels of wealth.

In building our measure, our starting assumption is that

sustainability knowledge is an unobserved or latent attribute that

individuals possess in varying degrees, and thus is a characteristic

that can be objectively measured. The challenge is to develop

a series of questions that best constitutes a valid measure of

what students know about this broad construct. By focusing on

the knowledge component, we are not claiming to be measuring

students’ in-depth understanding, metacognition, or other higher-

level thinking about sustainability. While these concepts are useful

in themselves, particularly as they relate to actual behavior as is

the case for the connectedness to nature scale (Mayer and Frantz,

2004) and the nature relatedness scale (Nisbet, 2009), our focus is

on what students know about sustainability, not on how they use

that knowledge. In the same vein, the measure does not capture

willingness to engage in sustainable behavior, nor attitudes like the

New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale (Stern et al., 1995). Similarly,

our focus is on sustainability, rather than related concepts like

ecological literacy (Orr, 1992), or environmental literacy (McBride

et al., 2013). These alternative measures and scales are certainly

related to sustainability, but we contend sustainability knowledge,

as commonly understood, is a distinct concept.

Given the expansive understanding of what makes up

sustainability, a measure that accurately assesses sustainability

knowledge must contain questions that reflect this extensive scope.

In addition, individuals possess varying depths of sustainability

knowledge. In other words, knowledge is a matter of degree.

Therefore, questions with differing difficulties are necessary. In

order to account for this breadth and depth of sustainability

knowledge, our goal, to the extent possible, focused on using

student responses to create our measure. Beginning with an

expansive list of possible questions, we systematically reduced the

number of questions to arrive at a more manageable, but still

representative 46-question measure that is the core of our analysis.

This was then further narrowed to a 10-question battery. This

bottom-up approach emphasizing students’ responses is a novel

method, as far as we know, for building an accurate measure of

sustainability knowledge.

The alternative approach taken by the Assessment of

Sustainability Knowledge (Zwickle et al., 2014) and other measures

of sustainability literacy (Décamps et al., 2017) can be described

as more top-down. For example, using input from faculty and

textbooks, Zwickle et al. developed their questions explicitly to

map onto each of the three domains of sustainability—economics,

environment, and justice- and then used faculty and graduate

students’ experts to narrow down their list of questions. Similarly,

Sulitest is explicitly divided into 4 themes [Sustainable humanity

and ecosystems on planet Earth, Global and local human-

constructed systems, Transition toward sustainability, We each

have roles to play to create and maintain individual and systemic

changes] and 15 knowledge subjects [i.e., ecosystems, sustainable

development, systems change]created by an international group of

contributors (Sulitest, 2020).

This expert driven technique uses ex-ante expectations of the

structure of sustainability knowledge. However, as Kuehl et al.

(2021) point out, one disadvantage of using this approach is that,

at least in the case of Sulitest, factor analysis reveals that actual

underlying structure of student knowledge does not meaningfully

coincide with the ex-ante categories determined by the researchers.

In other words, students actual understanding of sustainability did

not fit in the categories designed by the Sulitest team. In contrast,

our approach in this paper focuses on using student responses

to derive differing questions included in the measure. In short,

we used iterative pre-tests to derive existing latent categories of

knowledge rather than using experts to pre-define categories and

sets of questions.

This seemingly subtle difference reflects two different

understandings of the underlying structure of sustainability

knowledge. The approach we use assumes knowledge of

sustainability is fairly general and that those with knowledge

in one area are also more likely to have knowledge in others.
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The technique used elsewhere assumes sustainability knowledge

is multi-dimensional. In other words, individuals may have

knowledge in some areas, but not in others. This necessitates

specialized questions for those areas, or in other words, separate

measures (and questions) for each underlying component, such

as environment and economics. The two understandings of

how sustainability knowledge is structured require two different

approaches for building a measure. As discussed in the conclusion,

we do not claim that one method is better than the other. Rather,

themore useful approach depends on the needs, and understanding

of sustainability, of the researcher.

3. Study 1

3.1. Materials and methods

3.1.1. Survey design
Before collecting our full sample for Study 1, our questionnaire

went through three rounds of pilot studies to narrow down the

total number of questions. Initial question development focused

on creating a large list of questions that would tap into a variety

of understandings of sustainability. These were further divided

into broad concepts such as natural resources, ecology, economics,

social equity, climate change, public policies, college policies, and

others deemed to be within the broader umbrella of sustainability.

Again, the purpose was to develop a questionnaire that would assess

what college students know about sustainability, not what they

should know. Therefore, the questionnaire was made as broad as

possible at the outset. Across multiple sessions in a working group

setting, we solicited potential questions from a diverse group of

faculty and sustainability professionals on campus. This process

netted a total of 143 multiple-choice and true/false questions. We

then removed questions that were repetitive, poorly worded, or

otherwise not suitable.

This left a pool of 80 questions which were then narrowed using

a series of pre-tests with student samples. Three subsets of questions

were administered to three courses (each course was generally

related to sustainability) in different departments across the campus

(n = 239 respondents). For each, instructors used class time for

students to complete the questionnaire. After each subsequent

round, questions were eliminated that were too easy (all correct) or

too difficult (none correct). In addition, factor analysis was used to

identify questions that were capturing the same underlying concept

and to remove replicates (Clark and Watson, 1995; Worthington

and Whittaker, 2006; DeVellis, 2012). Accordingly, in each round

we narrowed the number of questions while still aiming to retain

the depth and breadth of the concept of sustainability. Narrowing

the number of questions was not driven by expert analysis or the

researchers, instead, to the extent possible, it was determined by the

responses from each round of pre-tests. This process resulted in the

final 46-item questionnaire distributed throughout campus.

3.1.2. Participants
Requests to answer the questionnaire, plus 11 additional

demographic and opinion questions, were sent through email to all

first and fourth-year, by credits completed, undergraduate students

enrolled at UC Santa Barbara. No incentives to participate were

provided. Two additional reminders were subsequently sent out.

Ultimately, 605 students participated in the survey, which accounts

for a 6.4% response rate.

Respondents were evenly distributed in terms of class level

and ethnicity based on the sample population. Seniors made

up 52% of the respondents and 48% were first-years. The

majority of the respondents identified as white (46%), with 17%

Asian, 14% Hispanic 4% African American, and 4% Filipino

also included. Most respondents (64%) identified as female.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, pre-biology and environmental studies

make up 21% of the responses with the rest mostly distributed

between physics, political science, psychology, global studies,

sociology, English, communication, and pre-chemistry. Very low

responses came from mathematics, statistics, art, and the various

languages. Additional demographic information is available in the

Supplementary material.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Evidence of face validity
The total possible raw score for our measure of sustainability

knowledge is 46, found by summing the number of questions

answered correctly. Raw scores are, admittedly, a crude indicator

of sustainability knowledge. The campus sample scored a 33, on

average, with a normal distribution of scores. This works out to

approximately 72% correct, which is good enough for a passing

C grade in most American university level classes. As an indicator

of internal consistency, or reliability, we report a Cronbach’s alpha

of 0.73 for the questionnaire which is below the desired 0.90 but

within the range that is acceptable in social science.

Comparing means of subgroups is a basic approach for

assessing the validity of our measure. Dividing the sample by class

level allows for some initial tests of validity. Our expectation is that

fourth-year students would score higher on the knowledge measure

than would first-year students. We expect this for three reasons.

First, fourth-year students are more likely to have completed

coursework that pertains, at least in some way, to sustainability.

Second, fourth-year students may have learned strategies to

maximize their success on multiple choice exams. Third, they

are more likely to live off campus and would be more likely to

be aware of the economic benefits of more sustainable behavior,

such as water conservation. In our sample, first-year students

scored a 32.1 on average. This compares to a 33.8 for fourth-

year students in our sample. This amounts to a difference of 1.7

points or about 3.7% of the total. While this difference is not large

substantively, it is statistically significant (p < 0.001). Fourth-year

students score statistically significantly higher on the measure than

first-year students.

A second reasonable expectation that the data allow us to test

is that students who major in Environmental Studies (ES) should

score higher than non-ES major students. The primary reason for

this is that ES majors would have considerably more coursework

that engages with issues related to sustainability. The data provides

support for this hypothesis as well. ES majors scored an average

of 37.1, while non-ES majors scored 4.6 points lower at a 32.5

(p < 0.001).
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These results provide evidence of face validity for the

questionnaire being a reasonable measure of sustainability

knowledge. Had the differences been in the reverse direction or not

been significant, it would be difficult to argue that our questionnaire

is actually measuring sustainability knowledge. Additional analyses

below provide further evidence of the quality of our measure.

3.2.2. Factor analysis
Exploratory factor analysis provides an additional test of

validity, assessing whether knowledge of sustainability can be

grouped into distinct underlying concepts (Tabachnick et al., 2019).

Factor analysis assumes that one or more latent variables cause the

observed likelihood of respondents correctly answering questions.

Accordingly, it can identify how strongly or weakly questions

align with expected underlying concepts. A student who possesses

greater knowledge of a given topic should be able to answer related

questions in a similarly successful way and these questions will then

load onto a single factor.

For the purposes of this research, similar to Kuehl et al. (2021)

factor analysis allows us to test the extent to which sustainability

knowledge as a construct is made up of clearly defined sub-

dimensions (Tabachnick et al., 2019). For example, testing whether

sustainability knowledge consists of knowledge pertaining to the

three commonly referenced pillars of sustainability—economics,

environment, and society. If these sub-dimensions of sustainability

knowledge exist and are captured by our measure, factor analysis

would identify them as three distinct factors.

The first step in our analysis was to determine the number

of factors present in the data. One common way of doing this is

by conducting a parallel analysis. Before doing this, because the

data is binary (answer is either correct or incorrect), we generated

a tetrachoric correlation matrix. This matrix was then used in

the parallel analysis and subsequent exploratory factor analysis.

Figure 1 shows the scree plot created in the parallel analysis with

Eigenvalues on the y-axis and the number of factors (component

number) on the x-axis. Parallel analysis shows a 16-factor structure,

or 16 sub-dimensions of sustainability, present in the data. Factors

are considered significant if their Eigenvalues are>1 (Kaiser, 1960).

The figure suggests four factors, but given the slope of the curve,

there could be to 15 factors that are present. The large number

of factors, for only 46 questions, suggests a widely divergent

set of underlying factors shaping an individual’s knowledge of

sustainability. However, because there are only four factors above

the inflection point of the plot, which is another common way to

determine the number of factors.

Next, we estimated a four-factor exploratory factor analysis

using maximum likelihood estimation. We used oblique rotation

because the factors are likely correlated. Exploratory factor analysis

is appropriate in this context because we want to see empirically

which items can be grouped together. Factor loadings are presented

in Table 1, with loadings above 0.3 in bold. There is no clear

pattern to explain the factor loadings based on the content of

the question. We might expect to see three main factors based

on knowledge in the areas relating to environmental, economic,

and social sustainability, but this is not clearly delineated. Simply

put, exploratory factor analysis does not reveal the presence of

FIGURE 1

Scree plot showing presence of up to 16 factors.

four strong factors or evidence for three pillars of knowledge

about sustainability.

3.3. Discussion

Generally, factor analysis produces low factor loadings and

no coherent pattern. For those questions that do load on the

same factor, they stem from what would be considered different

sub-dimensions of sustainability knowledge. Conversely, seemingly

similar questions, like those asking what resources are renewable,

questions 24–31, load on different factors. This suggests that

sustainability knowledge does not cleanly load onto the assumed

three domains of sustainability. Indeed, with our data, a coherent

structure of sustainability knowledge does not exist. Given the

inherent complexity and the widely divergent areas of knowledge

within a concept like sustainability, this is not particularly

surprising. As has been suggested elsewhere (Kuehl et al., 2021),

this result likely does not reflect a poor measure, but rather, may

suggest a lack of coherence in the underlying conceptualization of

what is understood to be sustainability.

It is worth noting that factor analysis can only identify

latent variables present in the data itself (Fabrigar et al., 1999).

While our approach to question inclusion was designed to be

broadly encompassing it is limited by the questions we asked. In

addition, it is possible that the lack of coherence is a product

of the obtained sample. These limitations point to the value

of employing factor analysis across the differing measures of

sustainability knowledge.

4. Study 2

4.1. Materials and methods

4.1.1. Survey design: 10-item sustainability
knowledge measure

Given that researchers may want to use sustainability

knowledge as part of broader studies of environmental behavior
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TABLE 1 Question concept and factor loadings.

Question concept Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

1 In order to be sustainable, products should be made of all natural components. 0.11 −0.04 −0.19 0.09

2 In order to be sustainable, a country should consume water at the same rate at which it

is produced by rain and snow or at a slower rate.

0.29 −0.28 0.43 −0.05

3 In order to be sustainable, a country’s population should grow at a steady rate. 0.36 0.19 −0.29 0.03

4 In order to be sustainable, pollution should be emitted at a level at which natural

systems can absorb it, recycle it, or render it harmless.

0.03 −0.06 0.60 0.07

5 All renewable energy sources are “clean” energy sources. 0.15 0.12 −0.13 0.06

6 The “Tragedy of the Commons” can be potentially overcome through. 0.29 −0.16 0.13 −0.02

7 Environmental justice is defined as 0.13 −0.10 0.33 0.03

8 As a result of environmental injustice, communities of color... 0.42 −0.06 0.19 0.03

9 Weather means the average climate conditions in a region. 0.45 0.00 −0.38 0.15

10 Climate often changes from year to year. 0.30 0.12 −0.19 0.16

11 In order for a society to be sustainable, it should be able to meet the needs of the

present generation without...

−0.06 0.15 0.98 0.02

12 In order to be sustainable, a business should extract natural resources at the same rate

at which they can be replenished or at a slower rate.

0.39 −0.29 0.49 −0.11

13 Social, economic, and environmental systems are interconnected and interdependent. 0.39 0.07 0.31 −0.26

14 Sustainability of a policy that would encourage people to insulate their homes to save

energy

0.38 0.10 0.39 0.04

15 Sustainability of a policy that would encourage people to purchase more goods in

order to build up the economy

0.44 0.08 0.11 −0.11

16 Sustainability of a policy that would encourage people to take public transportation,

bicycle, or walk to work, rather than drive in their own cars

0.40 0.18 0.33 −0.01

17 Sustainability of a policy that would encourage people to install low flow shower heads 0.42 0.07 0.19 0.05

18 Sustainability of a policy that would encourage people to use incandescent, rather than

CFL or LED light bulbs

0.35 0.33 0.18 0.18

19 Carbon Dioxide traps heat 0.28 0.32 −0.01 0.20

20 Nitrogen traps heat 0.17 −0.03 −0.19 0.62

21 Hydrogen traps heat 0.04 0.01 −0.02 0.67

22 Water vapor traps heat −0.01 −0.02 0.03 1.00

23 Methane traps heat 0.50 0.16 −0.22 −0.45

24 Is oil renewable 0.41 0.08 0.04 0.00

25 Is Natural gas renewable 0.00 0.41 0.10 0.16

26 Is wind renewable 0.29 0.06 0.03 0.19

27 Is solar power renewable 0.31 0.64 −0.05 −0.05

28 Is hydroelectric power renewable −0.08 1.01 0.06 −0.08

29 Is iron renewable 0.13 0.33 0.16 −0.05

30 Is wood renewable 0.35 0.01 0.00 0.01

31 Is plastic renewable 0.22 0.42 0.03 −0.02

32 Discounting definition 0.34 0.38 −0.09 0.05

33 Barriers to policy progress on climate change 0.24 0.04 0.02 0.00

34 Cap and Trade 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.18

35 Individual rationality in tragedy of the commons −0.08 0.13 −0.03 0.03

36 Collective rationality in tragedy of the commons 0.34 −0.29 0.08 −0.06

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Question concept Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

37 Energy Use in American Homes 0.22 0.17 −0.19 0.06

38 Maximum ppm for atmospheric CO2 −0.01 0.28 0.17 −0.07

39 Cause of global climate change 0.44 −0.03 0.21 0.03

40 Carrying capacity definition 0.39 0.37 0.04 0.06

41 Impacts of climate change on low-income 0.30 0.26 0.20 0.10

42 Why more powerful hurricanes 0.41 −0.08 −0.02 0.11

43 Greenhouse effect refers to 0.14 0.56 0.12 0.19

44 Causes of ocean acidification 0.54 0.09 −0.05 0.13

45 Example Externalities 0.21 −0.12 0.27 −0.05

46 Sustainability of natural resources meaning 0.54 0.20 −0.05 0.04

Sum of squared loadings 5.02 3.87 3.23 2.03

Proportion of Variance Explained 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.04

RMSR= 0.08 Fit based-upon diagonal values= 0.82

and attitudes, we offer a shortened version of the measure.

A 46-item measure of sustainability knowledge may not be

feasible across a number of research settings, especially at times

when sustainability is just one of many variables of interest.

In consideration of practical demands, we developed a ten-item

battery of questions. A problem with developing any shortened

measure of knowledge about sustainability is that we do not know

exactly what items should be included to cover the entire field

of sustainability. This problem is potentially mitigated by the fact

that the items we include in the final measure do not have to

be fully representative of the entirety of the field. Rather the

items should be regarded as proxies or indicators of knowledge of

the field. Consider the premise behind Delli Carpini and Keeter’s

(1996) measure of political knowledge. Their recommended five-

item scale narrowly focuses on simple facts about the federal

government. Their scale works because it predicts knowledge in a

wide range of other areas—U.S. foreign policy, social welfare policy,

environmental policy, state and local politics, and more. If one can

answer Delli Carpini and Keeter’s five questions, one is likely to

be quite knowledgeable about a wide range of political issues; if

one cannot answer any of them, one is likely not to know much

about any political issue. As a result, their measure is an excellent

example of a knowledge measure and is used across a number

of studies.

Likewise, using results from factor analysis and trying to

incorporate a range of topics in sustainability as well varying

degrees of difficulty we developed a 10-item measure of

sustainability knowledge included below in Table 2.

The questions included are based off the results factor

analysis, looking at how difficult the items were based on how

many were rightly or wrongly, and subjectively achieving a

balance in terms of topics covered. The measure is necessarily

a bit subjective as trade-offs were made amongst competing

requirements and, if desired, researchers may want to adapt to

their preferences.

4.1.2. Participants
As an additional test, the shortened measured was included

as part of a campus-wide survey at Northern Illinois University.

Northern Illinois, while also a public university, is located in a rural

part of the American Midwest, has a larger non-traditional student

population than Santa Barbara, and is designated R2 research

university (high research productivity) vs. Santa Barbara which is

an R1 (very high research activity). In addition, Northern Illinois

does not have a reputation for a focus on environmental studies

that UC Santa Barbara does.

The 10 item measure was included as part of campus wide

sustainability survey. All students were invited to take part in the

survey through two rounds of campus wide surveys as well as signs

around campus inviting participation. Ultimately, 652 students

participated in the survey, which accounts for a 5.2% response rate.

4.2. Results

This provides an initial test of the generalizability of the

shortened measure. Across the sample of 652 undergraduate

students at the average was 6 out of 10. Again, Environmental

Studies majors scored higher, at 7.3, than other majors at 5.9 (p <

0.001). In addition, seniors, 6.1, outscored first-year students at 5.7

(p< 0.01). These results provide strong initial evidence of the value

measure across differing student populations. The Cronbach’s alpha

in this sample is 0.55.

As shown in Table 3, we can compare that to the UC Santa

Barbara sample by only looking at those 10 items from that study.

The 48 and 10-item measures are highly correlated (0.78) and

perform similarly within the study population, the average score

being 71% vs. 72%. Seniors were again significantly more likely to

score better than first-years (p < 0.01) and environmental studies

majors scored significantly higher than other majors (p < 0.001).

The Cronbach’s alpha in this sample is 0.50.
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TABLE 2 10 item measure of sustainability knowledge.

# Question:

Please indicate whether you believe the following statements to be true or

false.

1 In order for a society to be sustainable, it should be able to meet the needs of

the present generation without jeopardizing the ability of future generations

to meet their own needs (true).

2 Climate often changes from year to year (false).

3 Nitrogen in the atmosphere traps heat from the Earth’s surface (true).

4 Wood is a renewable natural resource (true).

5 Natural gas is a renewable energy source (false).

Please select what you feel is the best answer. If you are unsure, please make

your best guess.

6 Climate change disproportionately impacts people earning a low

income because

a. infrastructure in developing countries can be less resilient to storms.

b. people earning a low income have fewer resources to rebuild or relocate

after flooding.

c. people earning a low income are more likely to live in areas threatened by

flooding, water scarcity and/or vector-borne disease.

d. All of the above (correct answer)

7 A policy that would encourage people to purchase more goods in order to

build up the economy would make a community

a. more sustainable.

b. less sustainable (correct answer).

c. make no difference one way or the other.

8 A policy that would encourage people to use incandescent light bulbs in their

homes, rather than compact fluorescent (CFL) or LED light bulbs would

make a community

a. more sustainable.

b. less sustainable (correct answer).

c. make no difference one way or the other.

9 An ecosystem’s “carrying capacity” refers to

a. the amount of land currently in agricultural production.

b. the number of living things the system can sustain indefinitely (correct

answer).

c. the minimum number of species an ecosystem needs to survive.

d. the amount of nutrients water a certain temperature can hold.

10 Which one of the following causes ocean acidification?

a. Absorption of carbon dioxide by the ocean (correct answer)

b. Chemical spills in the ocean

c. Warmer ocean temperatures

d. Natural seepages of oil and other chemicals

4.3. Discussion

It is worth nothing that the shorter measure has a Cronbach’s

alpha of 0.50 among the Santa Barbara sample and 0.55 within

the Northern Illinois sample. Though this is lower than the

original, it is not surprising given that we purposefully chose

items from different factors and the lack of cohesion displayed in

the factor analysis. Given that Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of

reliability we do not expect these items to be highly correlated

with each other. In fact, given the wide-ranging theoretical

understandings of sustainability and lack of unity in the data,

a higher Cronbach’s alpha would indicate an artificially limited

measure of sustainability knowledge. Despite the challenges of

measuring a complex concept like sustainability with a shortened

measure, its rigorous development and significant statistical

TABLE 3 10 item measure sample comparison.

UC Santa
Barbara

Northern Illinois
University

Sample size (response rate) 605 (6.4%) 652 (5.1%)

Average Score 7.1 6.0

Cronbach’s Alpha 0.50 0.55

Upper division/lower division 7.3/6.9∗∗ (n=

286/309)

7.3/5.9∗∗ (n= 328/307)

Environmental studies major

(n= XX)/Other (n= xx)

8.1/7.0∗∗∗ (n=

63/529)

6.1/5.7∗∗∗ (n= 39/593)

∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

testing warrant its consideration among other similar measures

of sustainability knowledge. Like the Delli Carpini and Keeter

measure, additional applications of this measure will be helpful

in determining its ultimate validity across differing populations

and contexts.

5. Conclusion

This research developed and tested a measure of sustainability

knowledge. Through multiple iterations, we developed a 46-item

questionnaire that analyses suggest is a face-valid measure of

sustainability knowledge based on clear differences between class

level and major. The full questionnaire and 10-question shortened

scale are correlated with one another and more advanced students

and environmental studies major perform better on both compared

to first year students and non-environmental studies majors.

5.1. Implications

However, factor analysis demonstrates that there is essentially

no predictable underlying structure of sustainability knowledge

among our universities’ students. Contrary to theoretical

expectations, the students’ knowledge of sustainability does not

neatly map onto sub-dimensions of sustainability. Indeed, no

coherent factor structure exists. This suggests that efforts to

measure sustainability knowledge by grouping questions into

discrete domains may inadvertently undermine the validity of

the measure. Our results suggest that student’s knowledge does

not map cleanly onto these domains as other measures, like the

Sulitest and Assessment of Sustainability Knowledge assume they

should. This likely reflects as much of an ambiguity in what is

understood as sustainability as it does insufficient curriculum,

instruction, or issues of measurement. This finding is in line with

prior observations made by Herremans and Reid (2002), that the

three dimensions of sustainability may at times actually conflict

with one another and feeds into broader discussions of competing

understandings of sustainability. Indeed, building measures based

on discrete domains may be the best way to measure sustainability

knowledge, but researchers should be cognizant that in doing so

they are only creating valid measure of these domains, and should

admit as much, rather than a measure of sustainability knowledge

as a whole.
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Our final reduced 10-item measure, which varies in question

difficulty and covers the range of sustainability topics, uses analysis

of what students’ responses group together, rather than how

experts think they cluster. If researchers or professionals wish

to describe a broad understanding of sustainability knowledge,

our measure seems to be an appropriate one. Alternatively, for

those who will want to know how knowledgeable students are

with regard to specific standards that were chosen by experts in

the field, the most appropriate approach is to develop measures

top-down, based on expertise like the Sulitest or Assessment

of Sustainability Knowledge. Consequently, it is necessary to

define what sustainability knowledge means to each institution,

for example whether it is appropriate to divide it into distinct

categories or not, and measure it accordingly.

5.2. Future directions

Moving forward, as different measures continue to emerge

from various institutions, it is necessary to evaluate their

performance across a range of populations. In this case, our

measure was developed using one university’s students, but

of course, measuring sustainability knowledge is important far

beyond a single campus or just college and university students.

Additionally, our measure suggests that any attempt to use or assess

a measure of sustainability knowledge necessarily requires rigorous

statistical analyses.

With a range of higher education institutions and global

society in general, placing ever more weight on individuals’

understanding of sustainability, valid measures of sustainability

knowledge will become increasingly important. Our measure adds

to this growing conversation by employing an alternative approach

to questionnaire creation and the use of additional statistical

analysis. We hope that better measures of sustainability knowledge

will contribute to better sustainability education and, in the longer

term, to a population with more sustainability literacy.
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